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ABSTRACT. T he mean mass ba lance of the M cCall Glacier. Brooks Range, Alaska, was es tima ted for the 
per iod 1958 to 1971. The three methods used . photogramm etry, m ean height of the equilibrium lin e, a nd 
co rre lation with the height o f the synoptic 500 mbar pressure le\'(' I. a ll gave nega tive va lues, but the amoun t 
depended on the method used . This tre nd o f g lacier recess ion is in agreement w ith mos t observa t ions 0(' 
glaciers in the Brooks R a nge as wel l as with the majorit y of the glaciers in the Northern Hemisphere. 

R ESUME . Consideratiolls clillllllologiques el /JhOlogrtlllllllelriqnes Sllr les challgemenls dll bilall de masse dll McCall 
Glacier, Brooks Range, Alaska. On a es time le bila n de masse m oyen du M cCa 11 G lac ie r , d a ns le Brooks R ange 
en Alaska pour la periode 1958 it 197 1. Les tro is methodes utilisees, photogramme tri e, a ltitude moyenne de 
la ligne d' cqui li bre , e t corre lation a\'ec I' a ltitude de I' isoba re sy noptique 500 mba r . ont tout es donne des 
va leurs negatives, mais I'importance du deficit varie aver la rrl(~ thode utilisee. Cette tendance au recu l du 
g lacier concorde avec la p lup a rt des obsen 'a tions des glac iers du Brooks Range, a uss i bi en que de la m ajoritc 
d es g laciers de I' hem isphe re nord . 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Klimalologische Ulld phologrtlmmelrische Beobachlllllgell ~II MassellhallshallsGndenmgell de.< 
NlcCall-Glaciers. Brooks R ange, Alaska. Fur d en Zeitraum von 1958 bis 197 1 wmde d e l' mitt lere Masse n
haush a lt des M cCall-Gl aciers in del' Brooks- R a nge, Alaska , a bgeschatzt. Die d rci benutzten Mcthoden, 
namlich Photogramme tri e , mittlerc H bhc del' G lcichgcwichtslinie unci Bez iehund zur H bhe des synoptisch cn 
500 mba r-Druckni\·ea us. licfr rten durchweg nega ti\'e Werte. d c rcll Crbsse jccloch von del' benutzten M e thocle 
a bhing. Dirse Anzeiche n cines G lctscherru ckgangcs stimmcn mit clen meisten Beobachtungen a n cle n 
G le tsch ern del' Brooks R ange. aber auch mit de nel1 an cle l' !\[chrz:l hl (ler Gletscher auf ( 1<-1' Norc1hem ispharc 
Liberein . 

I . I NTRODUCTION 

McCall G lacier is a small glac ier (6.22 km ' ) loca ted in the Roman zo f' M ountains of the 
Brooks Range in Alaska , at lat. 69° 18 ' N., long. 143n 48 ' W . (Fig. I) . It is the only Arc tic 
glacier currently being studied in the United States, a nd is o f special importance as it lies on 
two g lacier "chains" recommended for intensive stud y in the J nternat ional Hydro logical 
Decad e. These two chains are the Arc ti c C ircle chain and the Wes tern American chain. 
McCall G lacier was first s tudied during the I. C.V. (Sat e'!' , 1958, 1959; K ee ler , 1959 ; Mason , 
1959; Orvig, 196 1; Orv)g and Mason , 1963 ) . 

T h e mass balance of th e McCa ll Glac ier has been m easured for th e hydrological yeal's 
1968/ 1969 and 1969 / 1970 (Wendler and others, 1972 ) and for 1970/ 1971 and 1971 / 1972 
(Traban t and oth ers, un pu b lished) . H owever, four yea rs o f mass-balance data is a very sh ort 
interval to determine gen eral trends (e .g. Paterson, 1969) , h ence other m e thods were used to 
obtain mass-balance estim a tes for a 1 5-year period. This a ttempt was con sidered usefu l, sin ce 
there are on ly very few long-term mass ba lance studies , mos t of them in lower latitudes 
(Schytt , 1962 ; H oinkes a nd Rudolf, 1962 ; LaChapellc. 1965 ; M eie r and Tangborn, 
1965). 

11 . PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

Finsterwalder ( 1953) first showed that photogramme try is a powerfu l tool in ob taining 
mass-balance changes over a long peri od of time. Bes t results are ob tained , not with annual 
photographs, but with pho tographic coverage over intervals of 10 years o r more . Oth erwise 

* Present add ress : Hoch sehule del' Bundeswehr, Munchel1. \ \ 'es t Germany. 
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Fig. I . Localioll II/ap of lit , .llceall Glac;er ba ,';II. 

the error in the accuracy of the evaluation as compared with the actual change of the glacier 
may be disproportionally large. 

In the summer of 1958, as part of the LG.Y . program, aerial photogrammetric pictures on 
a scale of I : 24 000 were obtained of McCall Glacier, which resulted in a I : 10 000 scale 
map with 5 m contours (Case, 1958). In the summer of 197 1 we repeated the pho togrammetric 
flight (Fig. 2) this time with colo r photograph y at a scale of I : 20000 mainly fo r reasons of 
better interpretability. The time lapse of 13 years between 1958 and 1971 was considered to 
be sufficient for a quantitative determination of glacier height changes. Normally, such 
changes are found indirec tl y by comparing two contour maps of the same region , but compiled 
from photographs taken at two different times (" topographic" method). The fa ct that no 
ground control data were available from 1958, and that the g lacier height changes might be 
less than expected, i.e. less than about 5 m, made it advisable to establish , survey, and 
signalize a completely new ground control. High accuracy could only b e obtained by 
evaluating the new photographs together with the old ones, viz. via identica l features or 
points. 

During July and August 19 7 I a local three-dimensional triangulation ne t work consisting 
of some 30 sta tions was observed by a group o f three persons. Angle measurements were 
carried out w ith a Wild T2 theodolite, the scale was determined by some ten distances 
measured wi th a H ewlett-Packard 3800B distance meter. Ten stations were signalized by 
crosses 2-3 m long laid out with flu orescent red plastic material. The accuracy o btained after 
a simultaneous leas t-squares adjustment of the n etwork (Amaresekere, 1972) showed mean 
standard errors of 0.2 m for the horizontal coordinates and 0. 15 m for the elevations. 
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Fig. " Aerial photo-mosaic of McCall Glacirr, 19 7 1. 

Due to poor third generation qualit y of the 1958 photography, a nd completely mlssmg 
camera calibration data *, only a pure ly "analyti cal " m ethod could be considered as giving 
suffic iently accura te results. A varie ty of solutions to this so-call ed block-analytical aerial 
triangulation do exist and are commonpl ace in photogrammetri c prac ti ce (e.g. Brown , 1973). 
Systematically overlapping photographs a re related to each other by m eans of transfer points. 
As the image contrast on the 1958 photographs was extremely poor, particula rly on the glacier 
surface (Fig. 3), since rather different illumina tion effec ts and snow coverage prevailed during 
the two photo missions, and since the photo scales differed by about 20 % , it was virtually 
impossible to locate a sufficient number of transfer points between the 1958 and 1971 photo
graphs. We therefore decided to make use of a rigorous stereo-block a na lytical triangulation 
similar to a suggestion published by Albertz (1972 ). No transfer points are required with this 
me thod , but poss ibly all overlapping photographs must be measured stereoscopically m a 

* The U .S. Air Force detachment keeping the original negatives had been dissolved recently. 
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Fig . 4. Schelllalic photographic cuL'erage q/ .'vIcCall &Lacier area jor .,lerfO block II l/alrllOil Iria llglllalioll. 1,):)II /JilOlographs 
05 , 04, 03 ; sca le I : 24000. 197 1 photographs 19, 17, 15 ; scale I : 20000. 
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stereo comparator . Figure 4 shows the geometric configuration o f the 2 X 3 photographs 
selec ted for this project. The straight lines connec ting the six cam era stations indica te that 
in total eleven stereopairs were m easured, viz . two pairs with 1958 photos, two pairs with 
1971 photos, and seven pairs with combined I 958( I 97 I photogl'aphs. The actual phOlO
grammetric solution is described in D orrer (1975). 

The camera stations and exte rior and- for the 1958 photos- interior orientation para
m e ters are relat ed to each other by m eans of three types of non-linear condition equations, viz . 
a coplanarity condition for each pair of measured points , a control condition for each m easured 
control point , and a transfer condition for a mea sured reference po int. In a first phase, an 
ite rative simultaneous least-sq uares procedure was used to solve fo r the 32 unknown para
m e ters. A total of 5 I 6 points were m easured stereoscopicall y, viz. control points, stereo-pair 
points, glacier points, and a few refe rence points on bedrock close to the glacier for eliminating 
o r reducing local sys tematic. error sources (bias) inherent in the two types of photographs. 
Already at this stage it became clear that , due to poor cont rast conditions, only a few regions 
on the glacier surfaces were suit ed fo r selecting m easurable glac ier points. The neve region 
was entirely unsuitable due to snow coverage of the 197 I photographs. 

The second phase of the procedure consisted of intersecting spa ti a ll y all control, glacier, 
and pass points. The residual ) I-pa rallaxes* agreed ve ry well with random variables taken 
from a normally distributed population. As expected , for the 1958 photographs, the root
m ean-square values are roughly twice as large (0.85 m) as for 197 I (0.40 m). Though not 
d e termined explic itl y, corresponding elevation errors are of the same order of magnitude. 

In its third phase, the procedure performed an absolute orienta tion into the given ground 
control. An ex ist ing computer program (Ackermann and ot hers , 1970) was used , which 
resulted in surprisingly small root-mean-square values for the coordina te residuals of all 
control points, viz. 0.15 m for X, 0.2 1 m for r, and 0.14 m for Z ( 1971 photography only). 
For an average fly ing height of 3 000 m, the relative elevation error is thus below 0.5 X 10- 4 • 

This accuracy could have never been achieved by a purely topographic method . 
The last phase was to determin e representative glacier elevation changes for a few charac

teristic cross-sec tions. 1 t was in tended originally to describe the glacier surfaces by two
dimensional polynomials and to condense all information into one value for each cross-section , 
thus averaging out many error sources. This method, however, fa iled due to poorly ordered 
and unfavorably related point distributions on the glacier surfaces. Instead all m easured 
glacier points and reference points were plotted on a scale of I : 10000, and, by manual and 
graphical' procedures on ly, spo t h e ights of the two glacier surfaces were corrected for local 
bias (reference points), and related to each other. ' 

The results of the graphical m ethod were improved by a numerical procedure . For each 
of the three glacier regions at least four reference points were carefully selected. Their eleva
tion differences ~Z were used to interpolate a least-squares bi-linear trend surface. The 
eleva tions of glacier points were corrected prior to comparing the two glacier surfaces repre
sented by unordered sets of spot h e ights. The standard error of g lacier elevation change is a 
func tion of its position . Computed values for each region can be considered representative for 
the final elevation changes shown in Table I. The standard errors cr ~z are representative for 
a single elevation difference average over each of the regions. Since for each region a single 
elevation change ~Z was determined from several interpolated spot heights, the actual 
standard error for the meaned h eight change is smaller. Assuming no further bias, the 
standard errors a ~z of the mean may be considered around 0.5 m (last row in Table I ). The 
quantity <10 represents the standard error of an original reference point elevation difference 
prior to eliminating a local bi-linear bias. 

* They-parallax is a measure for the degree of non-intersection of two spatial rays . 
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TABLE I. GLACIER ELEVATION CHANGES 1958- 71 AS DETERMINED BY AERIAL 

PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

Region 2 3 
Mean altitude < 1500 m 1715 m 1900 m 
Elevation change il.< 4.5 m 2 .9 m 2.0 m 
Number of interpolated spot heights 11 6 8 5 
Mean deviation 1.0 m I·4 m I .om 
Number of reference points 5 7 4 
Standard error of elevation change ao 0.7 m 2.6 m 0.7 m 
Standard error of regional average a ~t 0 . 9 m 1. 7 m 0.9 m 
Standard error of mean a ~ z = a':J.z / \ 11 0·4 m 0.6 m 0·4 m 

In addition, Figure 5 shows a reasonable exponential curve interpolated into the three 
regional elevation changes. The cr-confidence band indicates, however, that extrapolating 
the elevation changes beyond an altitude of '2 100 m gives rise to rather large uncertainties, 
and may lead to wrong conclusions. 
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glacier altitude. 

Using this regression curve , the glacier became in the mean 185 cm thinner, which repre
sents a loss of I 1.6 X 106 m J ice or snow. This would result in a mean annual balance of 
- 1 '28 mm water equivalent for the 13 year period . For this calculation it was assumed, that 
the mass loss was all ice of density 0.9 Mg m - J . This assumption should be reasonable, as the 
photogrammetric overfiights were both made at about the same time in summer and the total 
amount of snow on the glacier may well have been similar. However, if part of the amount 
lost had consisted of snow or firn , a mean annual mass balance somewhat nearer to zero 
would have been found. 

Ill. CLIMATOLOGY 

Hoinkes ( 1971) has shown that it is possible to obtain a good estimate of the mass balance 
of a glacier by using the climatological data of a nearby valley station . Using the mass
balance data of the Hintereisferner, Austria, and the climatological data of the valley station 
Vent, he established so called TS functions ( T = temperature, S = snow). Basically, 
temperature summations were used after applying a correction for the altitude difference 
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between the station and the glacier. These were then corrected for snowfall w hich occurred 
during the summer. Owing to its high albedo, the snowfall retards the ablation substantiall y 
(Tronov, 1962). The relationships he found are good. Initially this is surprising, since the 
ablation on a glacier is mostly caused by radiation and not by sensible heat (e.g. Hoinkes , 
1964; Wendler and Weller, 1974)' However , there exists a good relationship between the 
radiation balance and the temperature, which means that a sunny day with a positive radia
tion balance is also normally warmer than a cloudy day with a less positive radiation balance. 
Ambach ( 1972) and Dreiseitl (unpublished ) have successfully used the method developed by 
Hoinkes. 

The nearest climatological station from M cCall Glacier was Barter Island , about 110 km 
to the north of the glacier . Arctic Village, some 160 km to the south , had poor and irregular 
records, and Fairbanks, more than 500 km to the south , was considered to be too far away. 

An attempt was made to apply the m e thod developed by Hoinkes fo r the relationship 
between the mass balance of M cCall Glacier and the climatologica l da ta of Barter Island . 
Although several variations of this method were applied , no relationship could be es tablished . 
To discover if there was any relationship be tween the climatological data of Barter Island and 
the mass balance on McCall , the daily mean temperatures at Barter Island were plotted against 
the daily values of ice ablation (Fig. 6). The ice ablation data were ob tained as the mean 
measurem ents of ten small ablation stakes at 1 740 m altitude, carefully read twice daily. 
It can be seen , that no well-established rela tionship exists a nd no further a ttempt was made to 
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use the Barter Island climatological data to obtain estimates of the mass balance of McCall 
Glacier. Th e result sugges ts that the climate of McCall Glacier is substantially different from 
that of Bart er Island . This has been shown elsewhere by W endler and others ( 1974), McCall 
Glacier lies on the divid e of the continental climate of interior Alaska and the Arctic climate 
of the slope, while Bart er I sland is primarily under the influence of the climat e of the Arctic 
O cean (Searby, 1968). 

IV. HEIGHT OF ANNUAL EQUILIBRIUM LINE AND MASS BALANCE 

During our field work on McCall Glacier between 1969 and 1972 , two l.G.V. ablation 
stakes were found at an altitude of about 2 065 m. These stakes had neither m elted out of the 
ice nor been covered by the snow during the period from 1958. This m eans that over this 
time period this loca tion had to be, on the average, near the annual equilibrium line of the 
glacier. . 

Several authors (e. g . Palgov, 1962 ; M eier and Post , 1962 ; Wendler, 1967) have shown 
that there is a linear d ependence between mass balance and the AAR, or, equivalently, 
between the mass balance and the height of the equilibrium line. Using this relationship and 
considering the movem ent of the glacier of about 10 m per year, a mean mass balance of 
- 265 mm per year could be calculated. However, one has to be somewhat careful with this 
value. The stakes were just penetrating throu'gh the surface when found . W e do not know, 
how far the stake had been exposed above the glacier surface in the summer of 1958. If, at 
that time, the stake had been exposed to its full length (4- 5 ft , 1.2- 1.5 m ), which would be 
the other extreme, the mass balance would be less negative by about 100 mm water equivalent 
and values of about - 165 mm per year would be found . 

V. HEIGHT OF THE 500 MBAR LE VE L AND MASS BALANCE 

Schneider (unpublished ), Hoinkes and others (1968), Fahl (unpublished), and Dreiseitl 
(unpublished) have shown that there is a relationship be tween the height of the 500 or 700 
mbar synoptic pressure level in summer and the mass balance. A negative deviation from 
the mean in the height m eans cool weather with precipitation which is " healthy" for the 
glacier, whi le a positive d eviation means sunny weather with increased ablation , which is 
hence "unhealthy" for the glacier. 

For the four years in which detailed mass-balance data were available ; the mass balance 
was plotted against the d eviation from the m ean of the 500 mbar level for McCall Glacier in 
summer. However, the re lationsh ip found was not very good. This is understandable, as two 
factors influence the annual mass balance. The first is the ablation in summer, for which the 
deviation of the 500 mbar level might be a good indicator; the second is the accumulation 
throughout the year for which this value is not a good indicator. The mass balance value was 
therefore corrected for a precipitation deviation from the mean. Wendler and others (1974) 
showed that the precipitation at McCall Glacier (about 500 mm) is about three times higher 
than that of Barter Island (long-term mean 160 mm). Despite the shortcomings of Barter 
Island as a guide to the M cCall climate, a first approximation of the precipitation deviation 
could perhaps be made by using three times the precipitation deviation at Barter Island . 
This assumes that a ll precipitation falls in solid form , which is generally true for McCall 
Glacier even in midsummer . 

For the deviation from the mean of the 500 mbar level, June and July were given twice the 
importance of May and August. The ablation season, lasting about three months, is short on 
McCall Glacier (Trabant and others, unpublished), and June and July contribute most to the 
melt, with less melt occuring in May and August. A similar method was used by Hoinkes 
and others (1968) . 
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If the correc ted mass-balance figures are plotted against the d eviations of the 500 mbar 
level, a relatively good relationship is found (see Fig. 7). The mean difference in the mass 
balance between observed and calculated values is 22 mm , a relatively small amount. 

Using this relationship , the mass balance could be calculated back to 1957 (see Fig. 8). 
One can see that the period 1961 - 67 had positive or only slightly negative values, which is in 
agreement with Fahl (1973). Altogether, the negative values dominate , a mean mass balance 
of -94 mm per year being found for the period 1958- 71 by this method . This m eans that 
the glacier became thinner on the average by 1. 36 m of ice or lost a total mass of 7.6 X 106 m 3 

water. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Calculation of the mass balance of M c Call Glacier using different m ethods showed that the 
glacier has lost mass for the period 1958- 71 (Table Il ). The actual values are relatively 
small; one should consider, however , that annual ablation and a ccumulation rates are much 
smaller there than at lower latitudes. This trend of glacier retreat seems to be typical and has 
apparently been going on for a long time in the Brooks Range. Sable (1961 ) reported that 
the Opilak Glacier , about 15 km to the south-west , had been receding for 50 years ( 1907- 58). 

T ABLE I I . ESTIMATES OF TH E 

SPECIFIC MASS BALANCE OF 

MCCALL GLACIE R , FOR THE 

PERIOD 1958 TO 197 I 

Photogrammetry 
Equilibrium line 

500 mbar level 

mm 

- 128 
a -265 
b - 165 

-95 

Further, he found that the rat e of depletion had inc reased since 1950. Hamilton ( 1965) found 
that glaciers in the south-central Brooks Range had been receding for at least 50 years 
( 1911-62) . This trend of glacier retreat for the last 50- 60 years found in the Brooks Range 
agrees well with the simultaneous retreat of the majority of the glaciers in the Northern 
Hemisphere (Grosval'd and Krenke, 1962 ; Meier, 1965 ; Hoinkes , 1968, and M eier and 
others, 1971 ) . 
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